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learn more at: www.raidho.dk

The basics of all new developments is a good idea
At Raidho we think that the idea that led us to try out
a new design for our units has brought amazing news
to our sound concept. We’re not talking rocket science - in the contrary - simplicity and the will of being
innovative in development has consequently given us a
speaker unit we believe to revolutionize the future of
high end Hi-fi sound.

Handling and feeling of weight, materials and finish
only adds more joy to the impression of the new S2
loudspeaker - You feel it, in your eyes, ears, fingers and
body, Raidho is in fact state-of-the-art.

The power of Raidho S2
It is our belief that Hi-fi sound is more than fulfilling requirements of electronic measure devises. The
sound from a Raidho must fulfil the requirements of
the worlds most unique and delicate measure tool the human brain. The downside of this way of making
sound concepts is that our brains are individually in
the perception of almost all senses and thereby not
objective and fitted into scientific formulas. There is
no objective alibi for preferring the Raidho sound
- only your own subjective experience which we’re
convinced you will prove us to be right.
SPECIFICATIONS
Series

S

Model:

2.0

Size: (WxHxD)

177 x 1140 x 370 mm / 240 x 500 mm

Weight:

24.0 Kg/ea

A look into a part of the speaker “engine” with
new and simple but unique design.

Freq. response:

27 Hz - 50 KHz

Impendance:

> 6 ohm

Simply senses

Sensitivity:

90 dB 2.83 V/m

Crossover:

150 Hz and 3 KHz 2. Order

Enclosure:

Transmissionline Port in bottom

Drive units:

1. sealed ribbon tweeter
1. 115 mm ceramic MID/Base driver

Finish:

Black Piano

Amplification:

> 50 W

Raidho strives to put as many senses in use, when
listening to sound, as possible. That is why the experience of an Raidho loudspeaker appeals to the delicate
ear as well as the eyes with beautifully crafted and
stylish cabinet design.

(Though we have seen excellent results
with small tube amplifiers)
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At Raidho we are comitted to develop and produce
the best loudspeakers ever built. We might not yet
be there, but time will show that a Raidho product is
state-of-the-art in its category. At Raidho we dare to
be unique, explore new territories of sound design

and put our ideas into the nice product shown
inside this catalogue. Raidho is always on the move
so please keep updated with our latest innovations
at www.raidhoacoustics.com and contact your
dealer for a breathtaking demonstration.

